
Tokyo Day – Thursday 9th July  
 

Welcome to Tokyo Day. Below are different activities, you could do all of them or maybe just take 

more time doing two or three in which ever order you like. We are also aware that each family has 

different circumstances and challenges. We hope you enjoy the experience.  

Activity Details 

An introduction 
to Tokyo 

 
 

Please look through the Tokyo PowerPoint to learn about some famous 

landmarks and the lifestyle in Tokyo. Now follow the link below to watch a 

video all about famous landmarks and things you can do and see in Tokyo, 

Japan. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62MyzIA8Jh8 

Answer the questions in your book or on the Tokyo video and questions 
sheet provided if you want to print it out. 

An introduction 
to Japanese 

 
 

Konnichiwa! How about learning to count up to 10 in Japanese?  And what 

about learning a few greetings?!  Using our new language app 

Languagenut, all you need to do is find Japanese Romaji on the list of 

languages.  I have set some assignments for you but if you find that tricky, 

then click on Topics, then Numbers 1-10 followed by Learn and then 

Listening and then you can practise the numbers from 1-10 through the 

games such as snap, noughts and crosses, multiple choice and word 

pop.  To learn a few greetings in Japanese, go back to Topics and then 

click on Me and My Family then About Me and then onto Greetings.  Click 

on Learn then Listening and you can then practise some of the greetings 

phrases through the various games. I would be SO impressed if you came 

back to school in September and were able to count up to 10 in Japanese!  

If you’ve forgotten your Languagenut login, then either call school or email 

me at  sally.harvey@leys.derbyshire.sch.uk 

Time for a break.  Grab a snack and a drink and have a run around the garden or jog on the spot 
in a safe place in your house. 

 
Geography 

 

We are comparing life in Tokyo, London and where you live. Read through 
the PowerPoint and complete the fact finding task at the end. Make sure 
you choose the correct set of instructions for your year group. Enjoy. 

 
History of Manga 
 

Manga is an ancient Japanese art form which is still very popular today. It is 
very similar to our comic strips. Look through the Manga Lesson 
Powerpoint to learn all about the History and style of drawing. Then have a 
go at drawing your own Manga character using the same style. You can use 
the ‘How to draw Manga’ instruction sheet to help you/follow or you can be 
creative and design a totally different character following the same style.  

Time for another break.  Maybe even some lunch.  Have a run in the garden, or how many 
jumping jacks can you do?  Make sure there is nothing around that you would knock off before 
you start jumping! 

 
Culture and Art 

 

We are going to learn about one of Tokyo’s main religions which is 
Buddhism. Please read the Buddhism PowerPoint and follow the 
instructions. We are then going to create a mandala. 
Read the PowerPoint Tokyo Mandala Art and follow the instructions on how 
to make your own. You might want to print the PDFs Colour in Mandala 1 2 
or 3 

 
Music 

You will learn a little bit about traditional Japanese musical instruments and 
get to listen to some pieces through the Japanese music PowerPoint 
Your activity is a fun one to sing along to your favourite songs using a 
karaoke backing track. If you are feeling brave why not record yourself and 
email it me at: rachel.bradley@leys.derbyshire.sch.uk  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62MyzIA8Jh8
mailto:sally.harvey@leys.derbyshire.sch.uk
mailto:rachel.bradley@leys.derbyshire.sch.uk


Food 
 

You will learn the names of different Japanese dishes and what ingredients 
go in them by reading Tokyo Food Powerpoint. You will also see what life 
is like in Tokyo by visiting several street food restaurants by watching the 
video links on the Powerpoint. Your activity is to design your own Japanese 
meal using the empty meal plate on My Japanese Meal Activity. There are 
some example dishes to help you. There is also a Tokyo Food Wordsearch 
for you to complete. Enjoy! 

Dance 
 

You will watch and learn a traditional Japanese Dance. You will also see a 
modern Japanese hip-hop dance set in the streets of Tokyo! Please read 
Japanese Dance Activity and Videos sheet and have fun learning the 
choreography.  

 

 


